
Hi Carly,

Please register me for this:

Julia Walsh
11 Arana Street 
Manly Vale

0466 683 009

I will be speaking on the fact that this site will be UNABLE to contain its stormwater and avoid further damage 
to the fragile ecosystem of Manly Dam as sediment settles on the bottom of creeks and the dam itself 
suffocating the plants and breaking down the biodiversity of the dam. Over recent years Manly Vale Public 
School promised the world only to deliver recurring nightmares – see the attached documentation to please be 
shared with the panel – they might enjoy the swearing towards the end as the scale of the problem becomes 
increasingly evident (this is just one of approximately 30 documented stormwater pollution events and this site 
is similar to the one at Allambie with the added issue that one is further upstream):
https://vimeo.com/480074757

The volume and velocity of the run off not only polluted the waterways with sediment, it also undermined the 
stability of trees downstream which subsequently fell over despite the fact they had been preserved as ‘high 
ecological value’. After the clearing of designated trees for the APZ (which was bad enough) at least 6 high value 
trees were then lost due to run off as a result of the clearing of the land and the construction.

This occurred despite assurances it would not, despite constant reporting by residents over YEARS despite fines 
from Council and EPA – none of these measures stopped the pollution – look how many ‘experts’ they threw at 
this problem yet it persisted (you would NOT BELIEVE the money spent and yet they could not fix it):

Sent: 17/11/2020 10:51:38 AM

Subject:
DA2020/0552 (181 Allambie Road Allambie Heights): Registration to address the 
panel tomorrow



We cannot afford a repeat of this from the Allambie side – I do not understand why we are so hell bent to 
decimate the quality of our last inland freshwater resource?

NB Council have COMPLETELY failed to address creek protection in their Assessment Report – since they were 
so closely involved over and over and over again at the MVPS site it is an unfathomable oversight unless it was 
deliberate or just incredible incompetence in the development of the Report. I don’t know but that is why I am 
now required to raise this issue with the panel as Council has failed to.

If you can advise a window of time that I will be contacted to speak that would be great – also what is the link to 
watch the entire proceeding?

Thank you

Julia


